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Abstract: We argue for a broader approach to understanding computational thinking that 

decentralizes CT from the definitions in CS and STEM and works toward authentic definitions 

in other fields. We contribute to this scholarship by exploring the intersection of computational 

thinking and art. While there have been myriad successes in creative computing initiatives in 

education, there has been little research to characterize the authentic computational practices in 

art fields. We propose a new theoretical frame, computational art ecologies–based on Dewey’s 

theory of art as experience–which can be used to capture and visualize an artist’s relationship 

to computation and art. We introduce two cases of computational artists within this theoretical 

frame and highlight the differences in their relationships to these fields of practice. 

Introduction 
Within K-12 education, initiatives to teach computational thinking have largely been aligned with computer 

science (CS), and more recently science and mathematics (Grover & Pea, 2013). While important for providing 

exposure to authentic skills and practices, the alignment with CS and STEM constrains the epistemologies and 

perspectives that learners can bring to their explorations in computing (Kafai, Proctor, Lui, 2019; Harell, 2013). 

We argue for a broader approach to understanding computational thinking that decentralizes CT from the 

definitions in CS and STEM and works toward authentic definitions in other fields. We seek to contribute to this 

scholarship by exploring the intersection of computational thinking and art. In this paper, we propose a new 

theoretical frame, computational art ecologies–based on Dewey’s theory of art as experience–which can be used 

to capture and visualize an artist’s relationship to computation and art. We introduce two cases of computational 

artists within this theoretical frame and highlight the differences in their relationships to these fields of practice.  

Creative computing and computational art  
Scholars in computational fields have a rich history of designing educational programming that leverages creative 

and artistic practices. Youth-friendly programming languages often focus on digital media creation (Resnick et 

al., 2009). Similarly, studies of youth designing and developing their own games have showed gains in a wealth 

of creative and artistic practices, literacy, and critical thinking practices (Peppler, 2010). Constructionist scholars 

have advocated for interdisciplinary computational learning environments, shown to be successful in engaging 

children in deep thinking while sparking new creative epistemologies (Eisenberg, 2003; Sendova, 2001). To 

support learners in gaining the authentic computational practices seen in art, like those constructing situated 

definitions of CT in other fields (Weintrop et al., 2016), additional work needs to be done in capturing the 

computational practices and perspectives that appear when engaging in artistic practice.  

 We turn to literature on visual art to better understand authentic computational practice. One of the 

characteristic perceptions of twentieth-century art is its persistent tendency to question the tradition of painting as 

the privileged medium of representation (Rush, 2005). As art is a highly expressive and reflective practice, 

advances in technologies are often mirrored in artistic ventures. Artists who practice with computation or 

technology will explore and often subvert both the critical and technological potentials of new media (Rush, 

2005). Computational methods add new elements to the artist and user experience, including potential for 

interaction with the viewer, additional sensory features, and expanded temporality (Wands, 2006).  

There is has been little research on the role and use of computation in the art process. Early research in 

this vein highlights the integration of technology in the lives of artists but focuses more on the day-to-day impact 

rather than on how it changes art expression (Beardon et al., 1997). In this work, we extend the scholarship within 

CT education and art to explore the intersection of the two fields. Like those who extended CT definitions into 

STEM fields, we argue for the need for observation and study of experts to construct definitions of computation 

in art that are reflective of authentic practices and perspectives within the field (Wilensky, Brady, Horn, 2014; 

Weintrop et al., 2016). We interview artists who self-identified themselves as using technology or computation in 

their practice to begin to capture the computational perspectives and practices that are valued within the art field. 

Methodology 
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 Theoretical lens: Computational art ecologies  
We extend Dewey’s theories of art as experience and art ecologies to conceptualize how artists experience 

computation in their art practice (1934). Dewey attempts to shift the perception of art away from focus on a 

product. Instead, he argues that art is a process that is reflective of social and cultural experience. We leverage 

Dewey’s theory to construct a simpler model of an ecology that can holistically capture the unique agents, 

institutions, and factors relevant to each singular artist, as not all are participating in the same type of art world. 

As such, we propose the use of computational art ecologies to capture the factors that impact an artist during the 

creation of a piece of computational artwork (see Figure 1). In this model, nodes reflect the artist, the audience, 

computing and art fields, and the artwork. These are situated in a broader sociocultural and historical context that 

impacts both the artist and the audience. The connections can be weighted to reflect stronger influences between 

nodes, while the nodes themselves can be added or removed to reflect unique ecologies for a given artist.  

Participants, data, and analysis 
Artists were recruited through cold contact to participate in an interview on their use of computational tools and 

practices in their artwork. A total of 9 artists were interviewed by the first author (6F, 3M). For this paper, we 

identified two artists, both female, who leverage different mediums and computational approaches to present cases 

of art ecologies. These were selected based on post-interview memos to capture contrasting cases. Janell Baxter 

waived anonymity. Alex is a pseudonym.  Interviews were sixty to ninety minutes in length and asked into the 

artist’s experience with and perception of art and computing. Interviews were coded with thematic codes derived 

from the computational art ecology model. We coded interview episodes for the artist’s relationship with 

computing, relationship with art, relationship with audience, and the intersection between art and computing, 

reflecting the connections between key nodes in the model (see Figure 1). In each coded episode, emergent themes 

were qualitatively described and then synthesized across these sections.  

Results 
In the following two cases, we summarize two artists’ experiences with and perceptions of computation in their 

personal art practice. Finally, we compare the ecology for each artist to suggest ways in which these two cases 

differ in meaningful engagement with computation.  

Janell: Case of self-reflection 
Janell Baxter is faculty at Columbia College in Chicago and Associate Chair of the Interactive Arts and Media 

Department (IAM). She describes herself as “exploring the synergies between programming, design, and art” in 

her bio. Janell has focused much of her artistic practice on the creation of generative art bots. She programs these 

artificially intelligent bots to generate their own artwork after interpreting libraries’ visual or textual artifacts. She 

has created over 13 versions of these bots since her first show in the late 90’s.  

Surveying Janell’s computational art ecology 
Relationship with art. Janell expressed an early interest in art that continued throughout her undergraduate studies, 

where she obtained a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Studio Art. She went into art “to express [herself] and to 

communicate…it was a sort of therapeutic way of working through issues with artwork.” The time she spent in 

her studio arts program shaped her approach for thinking about programming and computation, namely in 

directing focus on “concepts” rather than technique. For Janell, her art practice appears to be personally reflective 

and expressive, helping her to make sense of both internal and external factors that emotionally impact her. 

Relationship with computing. Janell expressed a rich relationship with computing that started when she 

was a young girl. She opened by telling a story of attending an early punch card computing course with her mother, 

described with religious language, that sparked her curiosity and awe around the “mystery” of computation. After 

finishing her undergraduate, she went to graduate school at the University of Chicago for computer science, where 

she studied CS in a program with a rigorous mathematics focus. She reflected on the difficulty she had in 

connecting with the framing of the program, mentioning the focus was on goals traditionally associated with 

computer science (e.g. efficiency, algorithms) and that the “human” perspective was missing in the education. For 

her, the practices and skills learned were vital, but she needed to spend a lot of time independently to contextualize 

these practices in her own ethical and moral perspective of society. This self-reflection carries into her art practice. 

Intersection of art and computation. Janell’s conception of art and computation are strongly tied, with 

her focus on the practice of creation and programming as the output. She began her bot series after an invitation 

to an art show on the theme of the ‘goddess.’ As she explained, “in trying to figure out how to addresses idea of 

goddess, I sort of became like a God in that form. And I made something that would then make something and 

that's how I could connect to it.” In this show, she displayed her code in a book on a pedestal, almost like a holy 
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 book. Throughout her practice, she has maintained the perspective that her code is the art. Others have critiqued 

or expressed confusion about her work, saying, ‘“Oh, well the code is just a tool, or the computer is just a tool.” 

Or, you know, “this part of your medium, like the code is your medium.”’ She reflected on this, saying, “And I 

was thinking well, but no, the code is the thing that I’m really interested in.” 

Relationship with the audience. Janell’s practice is heavily self-motivated. Her purpose for creating 

artwork translates into her relationship with the audience, in that she creates these bots for herself with no desires 

or attempts to sell them. The shows she has participated in have largely been to reach professional goals. The 

artwork itself, the code, has always been prominently shown and the artwork of the bots, the generated art, put on 

display so the audience could connect with something. She likens her practice to Buddhist monks creating sand 

mandalas: “You see those people who make those very intricate, amazing sand designs, and then they sweep it 

away…like let’s write the code and run the code and then it’s done kind of a thing. And it can kind of go away 

because it just bringing it into existence in me thinking about that.” 

Alex: Case of critiquing technology 
Alex is an artist using video, sculpture, and performance to explore questions around technology, identity, and 

labor. Alex is formerly from the tech industry and currently a master’s student in fine arts. Alex’s art focuses on 

a critique of technology, primarily around the social and cultural biases throughout the tech industry. Her work 

leverages myriad tools and mediums to critique these constructs. For example, in one series, Alex whether 

technology could take on identity. She created sculptures that were each a functioning battery made with copper 

and zinc electrodes, blood, and simple electronic components.  

Surveying Alex’s computational art ecology 
Relationship with art. Alex spent most of her childhood engaging in artistic practices like drawing and painting. 

Professionally, she did not consider art until after her undergraduate program and experience in the tech industry. 

She attended a hybrid school focusing on the intersection of code, design, hardware, and theory. Despite attending 

with the goal of gaining more programming and computation skills, she began to realize her identity as an artist. 

She describes her motivation throughout her art as “critiquing the tech industry”. 

Relationship with computing. Alex’s interest in computation started when she was in undergrad, focusing 

on the ways new technologies could be leveraged for social mobilization and other political practices. After 

graduating, she moved into the technology sector but quickly became “disillusioned…with how these 

technologies are being created.” She spent several years teaching herself programming before attending an 

interdisciplinary school for art and computation. Alex’s critique of the tech industry uses computational traditional 

materials and mediums to draw out the biases and inequalities within the field. She mentions that she “[uses] 

technology as intended, [with the] critique coming from the way it is used, opposed to using it itself.” 

Intersection of art and computation. Despite engaging deeply in conversations of technology and 

participating professionally in computing fields, Alex sees herself as an outsider in computational art. In her 

perception of the field, there are some artists using cutting edge or immersive technologies and others who engage 

in building or subverting tools, and she sees herself as external to both camps. She views technology as another 

tool that she can leverage when it best fits the purpose and critique of a given project. Ultimately, she remains 

conflicted on her use of computation, stating: “If you told me you’re never allowed to use technology again in 

your art, I would be like, okay, I can figure that out. I guess that’s a little sad, but it's okay.” 

Relationship with the audience. Alex’s goal is to start a discussion or conversation about technology 

rather than focusing on the technology itself. As such, she spends considerable time reflecting on how technology 

will interact with and impact her audience to engage in the underlying message most deeply. Beyond the audience 

of laypeople, she struggles with situating herself in computing and art fields, reflecting people in the tech industry 

or tech artists are not very impressed with her artwork since “it is not very complicated or flashy or interesting.” 

Computational art ecologies  
Both Janell’s and Alex’s work with computational art focuses on themes of humanity within computation. Within 

their critical reflection of how computation impacts social and cultural contexts, we see differing practices and 

goals emerge while creating artwork. Two key differences are the centrality of computational practices in the 

creation of artwork and the intended relationship with the audience. Based on their coded interviews, we identified 

unique art ecology models for each artist to visualize these differences (see Figure 1).  

Janell uses art as a process for self-reflection and expression, so we strengthen the arrow connecting her 

to her art node. Her engagement in technology appears to support her understanding and exploration of theories 

and assumptions about social and cultural contexts. We make a one-directional arrow towards the computing node 

and add an arrow leading from computing into the broader sociocultural, historical context. Her experiences with 
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 art and computing are closely tied, and she sees the code or the bots as the true artwork. As such, these nodes are 

clustered. Finally, Janell’s audience interacts primarily with art her bots create, and Janell explicitly denied her 

ownership of this generated art. We add a node for the bots’ artwork and a dashed line to denote the diminished 

importance of audience interaction for Janell. 

  

  
Figure 1. On left, a model of a computational art ecology. In middle, the art ecology for Janell. On right, the art 

ecology for Alex.  

 

Alex uses her art to openly critique computational fields. She places focus on the artwork and leverages 

a variety of tools, both traditional and computational, to accomplish her goals. As such, there is a one-directional 

weighted arrow between her and her artwork node. We add a node for tools, reflecting the importance of this 

selection in her art process. A one-directional arrow leads from her artwork to the computing node, and a dashed 

arrow leads from computing to tools, to highlight the occasional use of computational tools. Lastly, Alex seeks to 

spark discussion and reflection of technological practices within her audience; arrows connecting the audience 

node to the artwork and computing nodes can be seen.  

Discussion and Conclusion 
Through analysis of two cases, we identified unique computational art ecologies that capture differing 

relationships with computation and art. Computational art ecologies are flexible models that can be easily 

manipulated through the addition or subtraction of arrows or nodes to reflect the unique experiences of a given 

artist. We found that the application of these models to Janell and Alex highlighted differences in their engagement 

with computation in their artwork. Between the two artists presented here, we already see gaps to explore for CT 

education. Future work will apply this methodology to all artists within the larger sample and generate thematic 

patterns across these relationships. This may be useful in characterizing emergent “types” of computational artists. 

We believe these models of art ecologies can support a richer conceptualization of computational thinking in art 

that can then be translated to education as authentic practices, especially as we work to characterize and build out 

a landscape of computational practices, perspectives, and goals unique to this space.  
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